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Interpretation -Definition Request
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.
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Provide the name(s) and contact information of th esta±g__9_r_p.a_rt_i_es__a_!PP_i±±i`ng_~t_he a_e_q_u_Sit.__+:,`:
Date Request is submitted: 6/26/2020
Name of Person(s) submitting request: Richard Nielsen for Medronic USA, lnc.
Contact Person: Richard E. Nielsen of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

Address: Four Embarcadero Center, Fl. 22, San Francisco, CA 94111
Phone: 415-983-1964

Email: richard.nielsen@pillsburylaw.com

1. Agreement Section(s), Rules or Tax Administration Practice(s) involved:

Appendix C, Part 11, Product Definitions, Prosthetic Device (pp.117-118); Appendix L, ECG Monitor Implanted
2. Issue:

Whether implanted (insertable) cardiac q3CG) monitors meet the SSUTA definition of a prosthetic
device?
3. Statement of Background I:acts (Provide a detailed description of the issue and supporting facts,):

See attached.
4. Proposed Interpretation:
Clarify whether insertable cardiac (ECG) monitors qualify as a prosthetic device.

5. Is expedited consideration requested? / NO

I YES lfyes, please explain: Click here to enter text.

A request for interpretation or definition normally requires a minimum 60-day comment period. The comment

period may be shortened to 10 days if the Committee grants a request for expedited consideration. See
Governing Board Rule 902(#) and (H).

:`submit €gmpleted form to:
Craig Johnson, Executive Director

Email: Crai .Johnson

SSTGB.or

Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board

Phone: 608-634-6160

100 Majestic Dr., Suite 400

www.streamlinedsalestax.or

Westby, WI 54667

'icqapp_!i_?nco Review and lnte{p.r.?t?_!!gps Committee Megt.ipg_ _§_€.h§dy|e
The Compliance Review and Interpretations Committee meets by teleconference at 10:00 am central every
other Thursday. Its schedule can be found at www.streamlinedsalestax.or under the meeting calendar.
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Attachment to Interpretation - Definition Request
3. Statement of Background Facts (Provide a detailed description of the issue and supporting
facts.):

Medtronic USA, Inc. ("Medtronic") seeks an inteapretation opinion of the definition of a

prosthetic device under the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement ("SSUTA") pursuant to
Rule 902 on the issue set forth below. Medtronic has received numerous correspondence from its
customers in various states disputing the collechon of tax on its products described below
claiming the products are exempt prosthetic devices. Medtronic has sought and obtained
conflicting rulings, audit treatment or informal advice from numerous member states including
Washington, Nevada, West Virginia and New Jersey. Additionally, Medtroric is faced with
competitors receiving disparate treatment and selling similar products without charging their
customers tax.
A.

Statement of Issue
Whether implanted cardiac Q3CG) monitors meet the SSUTA definition of a prosthetic

device?

8.

Statement of Facts

Medtronic manufactures the REVEAL XT or REVEAL LINQ] Insertabie Cardiac
Monitor (collectively "RICM"). The RICM is a long-term heart monitoring device designed to
help a doctor diagnose and treat irregular heartbeats. It is a minimally invasive heat monitor
that is just inserted under the skin of the chest in a simple outpatient procedure. It requires no
wires or patches on the outside of the body. The battery is designed to last for up to three years.
The RICM keeps a patient connected to their doctor with continuous heart moritoring. It
monitors the heart' s activity and records an abnormal rhythm in the form of an electrocardiogram
¢CG) that is then transmitted to their physician for review.2
The RICM is used with patients that experience infrequent fainting episodes. The RICM
monitors the patient' s heart to help doctors determine whether the unexplained fainting is heart
related. The RICM records heart rhythms automatically or when the patient uses the hand-held
activator.
Medtronic describes the RICM product as foiiows:

a.

"The RICM captures the ECG you need to make informed decisions about your
syncope patients and those who experience transient symptoms that may suggest a
cardi ac arrhythmi a"
b. "May detect the presence of AT/AF, including asymptomatic episodes
Monitors AT/AF burden to assess whether medical treatment is necessary or
should be adjusted
1 LINQ is the new version of the XT. They are the same product but LINQ is smauer and easier to inplam.
2httDs://\`'``'\\..medtronic.com/tis-cii/Daticnts/treatments-thcraoics/hctirt-monitors/our-monitors/re`'eal-xthtml
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Monitors ventricular rhythm during atrial arrhythmias to assess the e icacy of
rate control therapy"
c. "The RICM is an implantable patient activated and automatically-activated
monitoring system that records subcutaneous ECG and is indicated in the
following cases:

PRODUCT DETAILS

IrmIANT pRoCEDURE
- Atrial tachyarrhythmia/atrial fibrillation (AT/AF)
I Ventricular tachyarrhythmia (VT)

- Fast ventricular tachyarrhythmia ¢VT)
I Bradyarrhythmias
I Asystole

I May detect the presence of AT/AF, including asymptomatic episodes

I Monitors AT/AF burden to assess whether medical treatment is necessary or
should be adjusted
I Monitors ventricular rhythm during atrial arrhythmias to assess the efficacy of

rate control therapy
I patients with clinical syndromes or situations at increased risk of
cardi ac arrhythmi as
I patients who experience transient symptoms such as dizziness, palpitation,
syncope and chest pain, that may suggest a cardiac arrhythmia."
d.

''The RICM is placed under the skin in the upper chest area
I Slim-shaped, leadless device simplifies insertion

-Easy access to diagnostic data without an in-office clinic visit -optimizes

scheduling and treatment
I Data may be transmitted immediately after patient-marked event or at
scheduled intervals"

C.

Summarv of Law

Appendix C, Library of Definitions, Part 11 Product Definitions, within the health calie
category, sets forth the following definition:
"Prosthetic device" means a replacement, corrective, or supportive device including repair and
replacement parts for same worn on or in the body to:
A. Ardficially replace a missing portion of the body;
8. Prevent or correct physical deformity or malfunction; or
C. Support a weak or deformed portion of the body.3

3 A member state may limit the application of this definition by requiring a "prescription," or limit an exemption
based on Medicare or Medicaid payments or reimbursements.

2
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Appendix L, Health Care Item List, lists ECG Monitor -Implanted, with no description and indicates
under Workgroup column: "Not Defined-See Disclosed Practice 7."4
Some member states in their taxability matrixes under medic,al products 7.21ists "ECG Monitors
- Implanted" as prosthetic devices within the SSUTA defined terms whereas others do not
indicate a position notwithstanding listing the product6.
D.

Analysis

Other than the authority mentioned above, there is a paucity of authority concerning the sales tax
treatment of insertal)1e (implantable) heart monitors. There are exemptions provided for durable
medical equipment for home use and prosthetic devices. The primary distinction between the
two categories is that prosthetic devices are worn on or in the body whereas durable equipment
may not be worn on the body. N.J. Admin. Code 18:24-37.71ists apnea monitors won on the
body as an exainple of exempt prosthetic devices. Apnea monitors detect the cessation of
breathing (apnea) in infants and adults who are at risk of respiratory failure and alert the parent
or attendant to the condition.7 As noted in the product description al]ove, the RICM performs
similar monitoring functions with respect to a patient' s heart. New Jersey specifically lists
implantable ECG monitors as prosthetic devices in its taxal]ility matrix.8 As mentioned al]ove,
other SSUTA states (Washington, Nevada and West Virginia) have concluded that implanted
ECG monitors do not qualify as a prosthetic device because they do not support, replace or
correct a portion of the body.
E.

Conclusion

Medtronic is faced with conflicting rulings and classifications of its RICM product by member
states. Further, customers face conflicting taxability treatment as some sellers of similar
products are not charging tax. Medtronic customers have sought refunds. Medtronic seeks an
interpretive ruling as to whether implantable ECG (cardiac) devices qualify within the SSUTA
definition of a prosthetic device.

Of note, Appendix L lists Apnea Monitors and EEG items as durable medical equipment (items not worn on the
body or implanted).
5 See New Jersey matrix 7.2r. (copy attached).
6 See Ohio matrix 7.2r.

7 https://www.who.int/medical devices/innovation/apnea_monitor.pdf
8 see Fn. 5.
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New Jersey 2019.0 -Streamlined Sales Tax
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